bring your antique or unique fireplace back to life

custom-made gas and electric fires

Did you know that Magiglo can make a bespoke gas or electric fire
to the exact dimensions of your fireplace?
If you are lucky enough to be the owner of an antique fireplace or basket, whilst you love the idea of
having a fire once again, hopefully you would be appalled by the idea of ripping it out to have a modern
fire fitted.
Whether it is a tiny inset Victorian casting, a huge baronial log basket, or a hand built hole-in-the-wall
fire, simply have your local fireplace retailer or installer measure it, send us the sizes and your choice of
options, and in under a month your 'dead' fireplace will once again be the focal point of your room.

Many options for your Magiglo custom fire
Your unique custom fire can be personalised
even further to your requirements.
Ask your retailer to show you the Magiglo custom
order sheet. This offers you a wide selection of
options to make the fire perfect for you.

Custom gas fire
The build quality of your Custom gas fire will be
second to none. The burner tray is fabricated and
cut to the exact size by hand by skilled craftsmen.
As every fire is unique, no automated processes
can be used. Once fabricated it is hand sprayed
in a special paint which can withstand the high
temperatures it will encounter during its life. The
burner board is hand cut to fit the tray perfectly
and drilled precisely to give your fire the most
realistic flame possible.
Various sizes of imitation coals or pebbles are
then selected to suit the size of your fireplace to
create a richly glowing fuel bed and flame effect.
Finally, prior to packaging in its own moulded
foam 'nest', your fire will be run on gas and
tested to strict European safety standards.
All Magiglo gas fires feature an oxygen depletion
sensor that monitors the air supply in the room
and automatically shuts off the fire if the oxygen
supply falls below a safe level.
The components fitted during assembly are
selected for quality not price. Magiglo even fit
unique silencers to the injectors so your peace will
not be disturbed if reading quietly in front of your
fire.
Choose between manual, remote or total control.

Gas installations must be carried out by a Gas Safe registered engineer.
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A Existing fireplace
B Template drawing
C Folding sheet metal to form
burner tray
D Burner tray and burner tray
components
E Spraying burner tray
F Control valve assembly
G Cutting of gas fire burner
board
H Burner assembly
I Gas fire testing
J Gas pressure setting
K Packing fire ready for
despatch
L Finished gas fire with
coal-bed in situ

Custom electric fire
If you choose a Custom electric fire, the tray is fabricated and sprayed in the manner described for the
gas fire. The optimum number of lamps are chosen as dictated by space. If there is sufficient room
each will have a spinner to give a pleasant flickering effect. The coal bed is then hand cut and moulded
to suit. During assembly a switch is fitted in line with the cable so easy access is ensured. A coal or
pebble effect fuel bed is then selected and finally the finished fire is tested to European standards.

All Magiglo fires carry a 12 month manufacturer’s guarantee.

Burley Magiglo
Lands End Way, Oakham,
Rutland LE15 6RB
United Kingdom

Made in England

For more information or details of your nearest stockist:
Telephone +44 (0)1572 725570
Fax +44 (0)1572 724390
email: magiglo@burley.co.uk
www.magiglo.co.uk

Because our policy is one of constant development, details may very slightly from those given in this publication.

